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Mind of Tumbling Water (Line Breaks)
For Grades Four Through Seven

by Phyllis Meshulam

Kids like water, and even an imaginary trip to a body of water is refreshing and intriguing to them. (Of 
course, if you can coordinate this with a classroom’s real water explorations, all the better.) What’s more, 
the river theme and the sample poems offer a concrete illustration of line breaks. I would use this lesson no 
earlier than mid-residency, after ones on metaphor and five senses. 

1. Tell the class: “Today we are going to take an imaginary field trip to a river or other place of water.” 
2. Tell a little about Gary Snyder, the treasured nature and environmental poet of California, who has 

been influenced by Chinese and Japanese writing and art. Currently, a right twinkly old elf!  His poem 
is found in its entirety in Mountains and Rivers Without End. But you may choose to just read the 
excerpt included here, about half the poem. Snyder told me that the Raven’s Beak is also known as the 
Tatshenshini River, which starts in Canada and flows into the ocean in southeast Alaska. You may or 
may not want to share with your students that tatshenshini in the local language means “shitty beak!” 
Read the poem. 

3. Ask: “What are some of your favorite parts of this poem?” Accept and appreciate all answers! “Does the 
poet write normal sentences? Are they even sentences? How many periods do you see?” 

4. Brainstorm bodies of water. The idea is to list enough that everyone will see one they know, including a 
puddle. 

5. Say: “Pick one of these. Have paper and pencil ready for when we get back. Close your eyes and listen 
to my voice—we’ll take a quick trip in our imaginations. How do you get to your place of water? For a 
river, usually you have to climb down to it, somehow. What are you walking or scrambling on? Twigs, 
rocks, dirt, pine needles, sand, sidewalk? Damp or dry?”

6. “What’s the temperature like? Hot or foggy-cool? What are the sounds like? Can you hear the water? 
Can you hear kids splashing and shouting? Imagine putting your hand in. Is it icy or just cool? What’s 
on the bottom? What plants or animals do you see?” 

7. “What is one thing that stands out to you?  Come back to this room and write down the word of the 
most special thing you saw. It’s important, but your poem will be about more.”

8. Share a few of the special words and then share Katie’s poem. “What parts do you like?” 
9. “These poets are using what I call the ‘give me a break, give me a line break’ poetry tool—an important 

one. You can emphasize certain words and change the pace of your poem. Play with this as you write 
today. You may want to make your special word stand out.”

10.  “Let’s make a group poem. See the phrases at the bottom of your worksheet? Where it says ‘signposts?’ 
Use some phrases like those to take someone to your body of water. Who wants to start? Okay, great! All 
one line, or do you want to ‘give me a break, give me a line break?’”

11. “What next? All one line? Does someone want to use their special object in here somewhere? Shall we 
put it on a line by itself?” Create the poem together.  

12.  “Now you’re all going to get a chance to write. You can enter your poem much as you find your way to 
your place: ‘I find my way . . .’ ‘Following . . .’ How many are ready to write?” 

13. “If your poem is ready to flow right along, go for it. If you need help, raise your hand.” 
14. If anyone’s stuck, tell them they can write about bathtubs, sinks full of dishes and soapy water, etc.  
15. Write! Allow time for sharing. 

Time and Materials: About an hour. You will need vocabulary posters of landscape words, colors, aquatic 
animals, weather, flowers, trees, rocks, water birds. Optional: Nature guides and bird, butterfly, and tree posters. 
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Worksheet

Puddle 
  by Katie Breninger, Sonoma County

Hearing the sound of children playing
I look north, 
then walk, 
head down. 
I stop. 
Suddenly silence surrounds me.
At my feet, puddle. 
See my reflection. 
Crystal water still. 
I smell sweet and salty air. 
Tickles my nose.
It tastes as if it were once snow
from the winter’s fine crystals, 
ice at the top.
Puddle, 
feels like a part of me. 
Dog comes. Stops, 
laps up all water. 
Standing still, 
I now have a missing part.

Prompts

What are the signposts along the way to your body of water? Try one of these:

“I find my way . . .”  “We enter . . .” 
“Looking north . . .”  “Leaving . . .” 
“Following footprints . . .” 
“I’ll show you the way . . .”

Make short lines to move us along. 
What is the sound, the touch, the smell, the taste of this place of water? 
What sights do you see? 

Raven’s Beak River 
At the End (excerpt)
  by Gary Snyder

Looking north     
     up the dancing river    
Where it turns into a glacier
     under stairsteps of ice falls
Green streaks of alder
      climb the mountain knuckles
Interlaced with snowfields
      foamy water falling
Salmon weaving river
      bear flower    blue sky singer
As the raven leaves her boulder
      flying over flowers
Raven-sitting high spot
     eyes on the snowpeaks, 
Nose of morning
     raindrops in the sunshine
Skin of sunlight
     skin of chilly gravel 
Mind in the mountains, mind of tumbling water, 
     mind running rivers . . . 
At the end of the ice age
   we are the bears, we are the ravens, 
We are the salmon 
   in the gravel
At the end of an ice age
Growing on the gravels
    at the end of a glacier
Flying off alone
    flying off alone 
    flying off alone 

Off alone  
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